
       

   AIRBAG SUSPENSION LOAD ASSIST KITS 

 As seen on over 18,000 Australian Vehicles  

Has your vehicle developed a Saggy Rear End when 

Towing or Loaded for Trips?  Then take back control now 

with a BOSS H.D. LOAD ASSIST KIT ! 

BOSS air suspension has used its replacement suspension 

technology to manufacture a range of top selling load assist 

kits.  

This airbag suspension kit gives your vehicle air adjustable rear 

suspension by using the BOSS airbag and 6mm thick brackets 

enabling vehicles to carry the load they were intended to. 

BOSS load assist kits are easy to fit and most simply bolt on using basic hand tools 

and when filled with air, raise the rear end (when under load) to make the vehicle 

level again, making the vehicle safer when loaded by keeping the front wheels in 

contact with the road, eliminating sway and improving handling and response. 

 

WHAT MAKES OUR PRODUCTS SO GOOD? 

LEADER IN AIRBAG SUSPENSION TECHNOLOGY 

BOSS Air Suspension is recognised as being the leader in Load Assist (Tow 

Kits) kits in harsh and rugged environments.  From the icy reaches of Europe 
to the 45+ celsius Degree heat of the Australia Outback.  6mm thick steal 

stamped brackets, welded then plated and Powdercoated with the BOSS Bold 
Black Finish.  Thus adding durability and style while being very easy to install 

with simple hand tools. 

TESTIMONIALS 

This system was fitted on the rear of a Toyota 4wd Hilux (Tacoma) Motorhome. It 
improved ride and stability, levelling. However most importantly took the jarring out of 
the corrugated roads, potholes, and rough tracks. We have travelled up Cape York, 
across central Australia and up to Arnhemland.   IAN. 
 



This is my 5th set of Boss Air Bags on my companies vehicles and all have been 
easy to fit. They have also worked for the life of the ute. The ones just purchased are 
new Colorado. They replaced an older Rodeo that has 350,000K on the clock and 
the air bags are still going good!   JASON 

 

 
 

WHATS INCLUDED? 

EACH LOAD ASSIT KIT COMES WITH: 

• BOSS Extreme Series 2500 / 2600 H.D. Double Bellow Airbags Kit  

(NOTE: Triple Bellows Bags are available for +3” & +4” Raised Height Vehicles, some 

selected vehicles and special fitments). 

• 6mm THICK H.D. Mounting Brackets  

• All Mounting Hardware 

• Government Approved H.D. Airline 

• Dual Schrader Valves for individual inflation 

• Instructions for quick n easy fitting. 



BOSS Extreme Series Airbags are rated at 2500LB or 1136KG of Load 

Assist per side and have been government tested to over 750psi 

(Average dual cab Utes will run around 45-55psi)  

All BOSS airbags are manufactured by BOSS & are branded BOSS! 

Beware of imitations ! 

 

       INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT OUR AIRBAGS 

Time to produce a single bag 
It takes over 20 minutes for each bag to go from the raw un-cured blended rubber to a cured air bag. 

1 machine can only make 1 bag at a time! A time consuming process! 

Quality Control 
One bag in every 100pc is pressure tested to destruction within a controlled chamber. 

Clamping Pressure 
Each air bag machine has over 50 tons of clamping pressure on the mold during curing. 

Bag Strength 
It's not the thickness of the rubber that gives the bag its strength. But the angle of the reinforcing 

cords and design of the woven beads. 

BOSS Airbag Machinery 



 

The BOSS airbag machine is operated at over 400psi while the curing process is 

taking place with very high heat. We also have an internal bladder pushing the airbag 

cas Slimline Airbags           

 

BOSS Air Suspension has designed and now manufacturing 4 new compact Air 
Bags to suit vehicles where there is very limited room to fit our Load Assist 
Suspension Kits.  

This is a breakthrough for those of you who have been ringing over the last few 
years looking at Air bag kits to suit vehicles with limited height or width. This new 
exclusive BOSS product opens the door to a whole new solution for customers 
looking to level out their vehicle. 

This new Air bag range is called the 2400 Extreme range and features a smaller 
diameter Air Bag without compromising load capacity and is still manufactured to our 
heavy duty specifications.  

These bags are available in single bellows for those super tight spaces, double 
bellows and triple bellows where reach is critical but diameter is tight. 

One final major feature; We have designed the 2400 bag to fit our famous 2500 
Bracket so they can be retrofitted to existing vehicles with ease. 

 

CHECK OUT THE BOSS VIDEO CHANNEL HERE: 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/7uWt1ztAQ2o? 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/uSWQLGvdi4U? 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/YfbGdzceYMA? 

https://bossairsuspension.com.au/airbag-suspension/
https://bossairsuspension.com.au/airbag-suspension/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/uSWQLGvdi4U
https://bossairsuspension.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/2400-Air-Bag-Range.jpg


https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ch7jEnltpfo?list 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/E6q8SO0la5w? 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/pc5-PX9I0-0? 


